Celebrity
Wedding:
Evan
Rachel Wood Is Engaged to
Bandmate Zach Villa

By Cortney Moore
Well, it looks like actress and rock star Evan Rachel Wood is
off the market! Wood, 29, is now engaged to band mate Zach
Villa. The newly engaged couple revealed the celebrity news
with stunning silver rings on January 29, at the 2017 SAG
Awards. The Rebel and a Basketcase duo began making music
together in 2015. Being so close together for the last few
years, it shouldn’t be surprise that there’s a celebrity
wedding in the works. Hopefully this relationship will be
unlike Wood’s marriage to ex-husband Jamie Bell; who she was
only married to for two years.

There’s another celebrity wedding
in front of us, thanks to mixing
business with pleasure! What are
some factors to consider before
getting involved with a coworker?
Cupid’s Advice:
Love can strike at any time, in any place. This includes your
place of work. Although you may want to act on your emotions,
take a moment to think of the consequences. Let Cupid be your
guide in determining whether you should get involved with your
coworker:
1. Know company policy: Unfortunately, dating a coworker isn’t
as simple as dating a band mate. Before you pursue a
relationship with your coworker, you should familiarize
yourself with your company’s policy on relationships. You
don’t want to jeopardize your career for a date.
Related Link: Evan Rachel Wood and Jamie Bell Split After 2
Years of Marriage
2. Prioritize your work: A new romance can be fun and
exciting, but it’s important that you put your job first. Keep
things professional in the work space and wait until you clock
out for PDA and unrelated discussions. Even if people know
that you’ve started a relationship with your coworker, it
shouldn’t reflect on the job.
Related Link: Evan Rachel Wood and Jamie Bell Tie the Knot
3. Worst-case scenarios: What happens if you both break up?
Will you be able to work together like nothing happened? These
are questions you need to consider before dating. If you want
to take a risk, then you need to accept responsibility for

whatever happens and prepare yourself for worst-case scenarios
just in case.
Have you ever gotten involved with a coworker? How did it work
out? Share your comment below.

Top 10 Unlikely
Couples

Hollywood

by Molly Jacob
Ever look back on past relationships and love and wonder,
“What was I thinking?” Don’t worry, celebs do that, too. While
classic Hollywood couples like Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie

just seem meant to be, there have been many mismatched
celebrity couples that stand out in the Hollywood dating
scene.

See what 10 unlikely
couples made our list!

Hollywood

1. Joel Madden and Nicole Richie
He’s the tattooed rocker from the band Good Charlotte, she’s
infamously childhood best friends with The Simple Life costar
Paris Hilton. This celebrity couple seems like an unlikely
match, but the pair got hitched in 2010 and have two kids.
2. Sam Taylor-Johnson and Aaron Taylor-Johnson
Avengers: The Age of Ultron star Aaron Taylor-Johnson is only
23 but his wife of three years, Sam Taylor-Johnson, is 46.
This celebrity couple doesn’t care about this huge age gap,
though. He was only 19 when they started dating, but as for
the age gap, he told The Times, “I never noticed it when we
fell in love with each other. And I don’t notice it now…We
just instinctively gel.”
3. Mary-Kate Olsen and Olivier Sarkozy
Besides just the obvious difference in height (Olsen barely
exceeds 5 feet while Sarkozy towers over her at 6’3″), there
is also an 18-year age gap between the celeb love birds. This
secretive Hollywood couple became engaged over a year ago.
Related Link: Mary-Kate Olsen is Engaged to Olivier Sarkozy
4. Marilyn Manson and Evan Rachel Wood
One look at this couple may make you think, “How on Earth did
those two date?” This mismatched couple dated in 2007, and
they were briefly engaged before splitting up in 2010. Wood,

who is 19 years younger than Manson, told People that she was
attracted to Manson’s use of heavy black eyeliner.
5. Ryan Reynolds and Alanis Morissette
Think Ryan Reynolds and you probably think about a pretty boy
who gets all the ladies. It’s hard to imagine the Deadpool
star dating soulful and infamously angry singer Alanis
Morissette, but they were a big couple in 2002 and even got
engaged in 2004. Morissette admitted that her album, Flavors
of Entanglement, was all about their messy break-up.
6. Josh Groban and Kat Dennings
When

the

incredibly

talented

singer,

Josh

Groban,

and

“foulmouthed” Kat Dennings started making public appearances
as a couple, most people were wondering what these two celebs
had in common. Apparently, they get along well, even if
Dennings isn’t a huge fan of musicals. The Hollywood couple
was spotted at the Tonys last week looking madly in love.
7. Chris Martin and Jennifer Lawrence
Martin and Lawrence seemed to be an unlikely pair when the
Hollywood couple got together after Martin’s highly publicized
split from Gwyneth Paltrow The pair had a 13-year age gap, and
they seemed to run in different Hollywood social groups. While
they split last fall after only a few months together, there
are bits of celebrity gossip floating around about the two
getting back together and moving in together.
Related Link: Are Chris Martin and Jennifer Lawrence Back
Together?
8. Tom Cruise and Cher
Before Tom Cruise and Katie Holmes were taking over Hollywood,
apparently the Mission Impossible star and Cher were an item
in the ’80s. Cher has been quoted as saying that Tom is on the
list of her top best 5 lovers.

9. Sarah Silverman and Michael Sheen
What happens when a profane comedienne and a British actor who
studied at London’s Royal Academy of Dramatic Art get
together? We’re finding out as more news about Silverman’s and
Sheen’s relationship appears in celeb magazines! This
celebrity couple has been together for over a year and seems
to be going strong.
10. Julia Roberts and Daniel Moder
Julia Roberts is one of Hollywood’s royalty for sure, so many
expected her to marry another famous movie star or celeb. But
Roberts, after a string of highly publicized break-ups, got
married to cameraman Daniel Moder in 2002. This unlikely duo
is still together after nearly 13 years.
What other weird or unusual Hollywood couples didn’t make our
list? Let us know in the comments section below!

Evan Rachel Wood and Jamie
Bell Split After 2 Years of
Marriage

By Sanetra Richards
The wedding bands are off for! According to UsMagazine.com,
Evan Rachel Wood and Jamie Bell have decided to go their
separate ways after two years of marriage. In an exclusive
statement, a rep told Us, “Evan Rachel Wood and Jamie Bell
have decided to separate. They both love and respect one
another and will of course remain committed to co-parenting
their son. This is a mutual decision and the two remain close
friends.” A source also added, “They love each other so much
but it just wasn’t right.” The pair met back in 2004 on the
video set of Green Day’s “Wake Me Up When September Ends” and
walked down the aisle eight years later in 2012. The 26 and
28-year-old also welcomed a new addition to their family last
July. The new mom shared with Us in November what motherhood
was like and her busy schedule: “I’ve been having separation
anxiety because I’m so used to him being right here all the
time. They kind of become a part of you, you know?” said Wood
as she blushed about their baby boy. “It was my dream to be a
mom, so I’m loving it. I love it.” “He’s smiling and laughing.
He started rolling over,” she went onto add about his steps

through babyhood. “He’s grabbing things. You know, he’s making
oohs and aahs.” The couple’s last red carpet appearance was
also back in November for the LACMA 2013 Art + Film Gala held
in Los Angeles.
How do you know when it’s time to call it quits on your
marriage?
Cupid’s Advice:
Unfortunately, every marriage cannot be salvaged, and it’s
best to know when you should part ways before letting time
pass you by. Here are a few things Cupid thinks will help you
come to the realization:
1. Everyday bickering: The time you spend together is consumed
by arguments, whether petty or major. And at the end of the
day, you and your partner cannot come to an agreement on
anything. Compromise definitely does not exist in your
household! Pay attention to the disputes revolving around some
of the smallest issues and if there is constant finger
pointing. Although proper communication can
relationship, there is not a 100% guarantee.

repair

a

Related: Evan Rachel Wood Welcomes a Baby Boy with Jamie Bell
2. Future? More like past: Your significant other starts off
as a good time – you can see planning and building your entire
life with him/her . . . but then you begin to realize that you
do not see them in your future. The dream of making a home,
starting a family, etc., slowly vanishes. The nitpicking and
dislikes become greater than ever – and so does calling it
quits.
Related: Evan Rachel Wood and Jamie Bell Tie the Knot
3. Attraction fizzles: No more wild and spontaneous dates, or
romance, period. You no longer desire to have your partner
around. Do not ignore the warning signs! Keep in mind, they

are always there before the storm approaches.
What are the signs that your marriage
Share your thoughts below.

is in its last days?

Evan Rachel Wood Welcomes a
Baby Boy with Jamie Bell

By Kristyn Schwiep
Evan Rachel Wood and husband Jamie Bell, have welcome their
first child into the world. According to UsMagazine.com, Wood
and Bell are parents to a beautiful boy and both the parents
and baby are doing well.The couple wed in October 2012 and

announced they were expecting in January 2013. Wood shared a
few baby-related tweets, including this sweet tweet from July
6:”How can you be so excited to see someone you have never
even met? #preggers.”
How do you know when it’s a good time in your life to have
children?
Cupid’s Advice:
The question of whether you are ready or not to start a family
can add stress to your life, so how do you know when it’s a
good time in your life to have children? Cupid has some advice
for you:
1. Goals: Know what each others goals are for the future.
Starting a family is a fun and exciting part of any
relationships, but you need to make sure that you and your
partner are on the same path. Discuss your future goals with
one another, if everything lines up its safe to say its a good
time to start your own family.
2. Careers: Having a baby and a career isn’t impossible, but
making sure you have a stable career and time away from work
to begin a family. If you and your partner are both in a good
place in your careers and have the time to take off of work,
there is no better time than now to have children.
3. Happiness: Starting a family is a new experience, so you
and your partner need to be happy and fully committed to each
other before starting a family. If you and your partner are
happy, loving, and supportive and you both are on the same
page about your future, having children will only add to your
happiness.
How did you know when it was a good time in your life to have
children? Share your stories below.

Evan Rachel Wood and Jamie
Bell Tie the Knot

By Nicole Weintraub
Evan Rachel Wood and Jamie Bell went and got married,
according to People. The bride revealed her excitement through
her Twitter account saying, “Words cannot describe the
happiness I am feeling.” Bell’s close friend Max Minghelia who
also attended the wedding also shared his feelings regarding
the nuptials via Twitter, “…Got to see my best friend exchange
vows with the love of his life.” The pair had been supposedly
engaged since January of this year and married in a quiet
ceremony with close friends and family members in attendance.

They originally dated back in 2005 when they met on the set of
a Green Day music video. They even got each other’s first
initial tattooed on each other, but split for some time.
During their split Wood dated and became engaged to Marilyn
Manson. Though, since then she has found her way back to her
roots with Bell.
How do you know whether to have a large or small wedding
ceremony?
Cupid’s Advice:
Weddings come in all shapes, forms and sizes, so how do you
know which one is for you? Here are some tips on how to
determine whether or not to have a large or a small ceremony:
1. Money: The more guests you have, the more money your
wedding will be. If you and your partner are on a tight
budget, you might want to keep the guest list down to a
manageable amount. Not all weddings need to have over two
hundred guests.
2. The Venue: If you have fallen in love with a smaller venue,
it may be best to cross off that third cousin twice removed.
Perhaps you are having your wedding at someone’s house and you
only have a limited number of space.
3. Your Choice: At the end of the day, whomever you invite it
completely up to you and your partner. You do not have to
invite every one you have ever spoken to. The smaller the
ceremony, the more intimate. The larger the ceremony, the
bigger the party.
Would you have a small or a large reception? Share your ideas
with us!

Rumor: Evan Rachel Wood is
Engaged to Jamie Bell

It looks like actress Evan Rachel Wood is engaged again, but
this time it’s not to Marilyn Manson. British actor Jamie
Bell and Wood have been dating since 2005, and it looks like
they’re finally ready to tie the knot.
Although a source
confirmed the engagement with UsMagazine.com, Wood’s rep had
no comment to confirm the rumor. That said, Bell was spotted
shopping for engagement rings in late December, and Woods was
photographed leaving The Hotel Cafe in Hollywood with some
bling on her ring finger.
How do you keep your impending engagement under wraps?

Cupid’s Advice:
Don’t let someone spill the beans before you get the chance to
pop the question. Cupid has some tips:
1. Family first: If you plan on asking her father for his
blessing, ask him to keep it between the two of you, so that
it can come as a surprise for the rest of the family.
2. Keep quiet: Once you’ve bought the ring, you’re going to be
excited, but try to maintain your excitement instead of
blabbing it to the world.
3. Be prepared: Make a plan for the big day, and don’t tell
anyone else how or when you’re going to ask.
How did you keep your soon-to-be engagement hush-hush? Share
your comments below.

Chris Evans Shares What He
Wants In a Woman

After his performance in Captain America turned heads and eyes
to comic books, Chris Evans turned women to his sensitive side
in What’s Your Number? Now, according to Hollyscoop, he has
landed another gig with Gucci Guilty Intense where he appears
in a sexy video with Evan Rachel Wood. “She’s awesome,” he
said. “We actually instantly got along because she’s very
much my type of girl.” Evans further clarified exactly what
he wants in a woman. “Very laid-back, likes to go out and
have a good time,” he told Details.com.
Is it important that your potential partner possess all of the
attributes you on your list?
Cupid’s Advice
Sure it would be great to find a perfect lover, but odds are
that’s not going to happen. But, Cupid has some consolation
for you:
1. Everyone has faults: Everyone has their quirks,
and idiosyncratic behaviors. That’s what makes us human.
While it’s important to have key similarities with a lover,

you won’t agree with each other all the time.
2. Healthy Debate: A strong companionship filled with love
will not damage a relationship when there are differences. In
fact, it’s healthy to debate issues and maintain some
individuality. A good partnership allows you to accept each
other regardless of your differences.
3. Differences are good: Having interests that your partner
doesn’t necessarily like (e.g., watching sports, going to the
ballet, shopping) is not a bad thing. It will allow you and
your mate some “me time,” which is important to maintaining a
long-term relationship.
Does your partner have qualities that you don’t like?
them with us below.
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Did Marilyn Manson Help Raise
Evan Rachel Wood?

Although odd couple Marilyn Manson and Evan Rachel Wood have
officially called it quits, their bond remains strong,
according to Us Weekly. The 23-year-old actress told Nylon
Magazine that she still feels close to ex Marilyn Manson, 41,
because he, “had a hand in raising me.”
The two have had an
on-again off-again relationship since meeting in 2006,
including an engagement that lasted for seven months in 2009.
Despite their recent split, Wood says she’ll always have
affection for Manson. “I’m always gonna love that guy. He’s
a genius, he’s an amazing artist, we’re still friends. Some
things just aren’t meant to be.”
What are the benefits of dating someone much older than
yourself?

Cupid’s Advice:
While Marilyn Manson and Evan Rachel Wood’s father-daughter
relationship is a little out of the ordinary, there still are
benefits to dating someone much older. Cupid has some ideas
about why you should try going out with someone in a different

age bracket:
1. Learn something: If the person you’re dating is much older,
they probably have a lot of life and love experiences that you
haven’t. Take the opportunity to learn everything you can
from your older and wiser partner.
2. Show me the money: Not to be materialistic, but if you’re
with someone who is considerably older than you, chances are
they have had the time to accumulate a bit of cash. Enjoy the
fruits of your mate’s labor, and let them treat you!
3. Better with age: Maturity comes with age, so dating someone
older inevitably means less video games and fart jokes. And
that’s a good thing.

Marilyn Manson & Evan Rachel
Wood Are Off Again!

After numerous hookups and breakups, Marilyn Manson and Evan
Rachel Wood have ended their relationship again. This time,
the couple split up nearly eight months after Manson popped
the question.
People reported that the newly single
rocker hit the streets of Los Angeles last Saturday night to
eat dinner with friends. E! News also reported an
“unidentified brunnette” who Manson apparently referred to as
“his new girlfriend.”Would you give your ex another chance?
Cupid’s Advice:
On-again, off-again relationships can put you on edge. You
never know when it’s over, and you may assume the two of
you will just get back together later. How do you know when
it’s time to move on for good, or to give it another chance?
Cupid’s got some tips:
1. Over is over: You don’t necessarily have to do anything.
If your ex is crawling back to you claiming they’ve changed,
don’t take them back because you feel bad. If it’s really
over, then accept it.

2. No pressure: If you need to think it over, don’t let
them manipulate your decision. If you need time or space,
your ex will respect your decision, and back off until you’ve
come to a conclusion.
3. Trust: If trust between you and your partner has
broken then you need to really think about whether or not
trust can be rebuilt. Think about how angry or upset you
when it ended versus how happy you can see yourself with
current ex in the future. Which thought is stronger?
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